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A FRESH BREEZE AND
A HINT OF SUMMER

>>

The British wholesaler Creative Conceptions has a great deal
planned for the spring and summer seasons. Apart from the

sexual wellness sector with their own condom brand called Skins,
the entire line from Erotic Arts and the lubricant line ID Lubricants,
they will also focus on the growing market for stag parties, because
the wedding season is just around the corner.

Spring is in full swing and with the summer
season just around the corner, it will be sexual
and intimate health as a part of general well
being that will be the main focus. For women
this also means the strengthening of the pelvic
muscles, in order to improve sexual sensitivity
and to avoid complications such as incontinence
or improve it. Creative Conceptions recently
introduced the GBalls2 for this reason, which
are vibrating Kegel-balls that react differently
to various levels of pressure, as Sales Advisor
Alix Turton-Wilson explains: “We call it the
“bio-feedback” technology. The harder you
squeeze the stronger the vibration you get.
Gballs2 also comes with the Magic APP, which
will be your customer’s Personal Smart Coach,
guiding each customer through the process,
helping to choose the most effective mode for
them and track their progress. Gballs2 can be
personalised in many ways.”

LUBRICANT AND MASSAGE OILS:
FROM FRESH TO SWEET
The spring and summer of 2015 has something
for every taste and smell, and Creative Conceptions is placing a great deal of emphasis on
consumer goods such as lubricants and massage
accessories, for example with their brand ID
Lubricants and products from Shunga Erotic
Art, which are now available to customers via
Creative Conceptions. Apart from the Coconut Divine Oral Pleasure Gloss and the new
Organica massage oils Chocolate and Almond
Sweetness from the Shunga brand, the British
wholesaler also has Monoi in their assortment.
“Monoi, the sensual massage oil, is ideal for
giving or receiving a soothing massage intermingled with sensual caresses; this 100% natural
oil with its intoxicating fragrance glides easily
and smoothly over the skin without leaving
any greasy residue. With the fresh smell of the

ID Lubricants – a flagship brand
for quite some time

Tahiti flower, customers can relax and enjoy this
delightful aroma.”

PASSION? OF COURSE,
BUT SAFELY!
Creative Conceptions pays special attention to
their own condom brand called Skins, which
advertises with the slogan “Never go in without
a Skin!” Contraception and protection against
sexually transmitted diseases are an integral part
of sexual health, and Skins introduces the lust
and fun factor. “Our main focus currently sits
with our Skins Condoms. We have spent a lot
of time and research to expand our Skins Sexual
Healthcare range to fulfil the wants and needs
of the end consumer. Getting this new range
perfect for you and your customers is crucial,
and we cannot wait to reveal these exciting lines
soon”, announced Turton-Wilson. Because

Guaranteed to
be organic and
good for you:
massage oils
from Shunga

For hen nights and other women’s
parties: Bride to Be Fourplay in a Row
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